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When the club grows, so does the fanfare. The lines are 
endless and everybody wants a seat in your Stadium. 

Not only that, but the more fans you have the more they’ll 
want, and the harder you’ll have to work to construct the 
facilities that satisfy them. It’s going to be an interesting 

season, so you better get those Sponsors ready and face 
the challenge!
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COMPONENTS and setup

The Staff cards from this expansion belong to a 
new Pink set. Instead of having a normal cost, they 
have a special icon: . You can gain these 
cards using the effects of new Board Meeting 
cards. If any card instructs you to Hire a card from 
this set, search the deck for the indicated card and 
place it below your Club board. Remember to ad-
just the Maintenance track.

Shuffle the new Objective cards into the Objective deck, 
the new Board Meeting cards into the Board Meeting 
deck, and the new Sponsors into the Sponsor deck. 

Place the new Staff cards in a facedown deck near 
the Board Meeting deck. Do not shuffle these decks 
together. 

Separate the Unique Stadium Infrastructure tokens into 
2 groups: place all the tokens with an  in a stack 
near the Board Meeting deck, and then from those 
that remain, draw twice as many Unique Stadium In-
frastructure tokens as there are players in the game. 
Add these to the general supply so they are visible to 
all players. Place the rest of the Unique Stadium Infra-
structure tokens aside.

Prepare the rest of the components as usual. 

Rulebook1

 COMPONENTS  Setup 

UNBEATABLEUNBEATABLE

perfect:
Don't lose any matches during the game.

We always try to win. Sometimes we draw. But we never lose.
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UNBEATABLEUNBEATABLE

perfect:

Don't lose any matches 
during the game.

We always try to win. Sometimes we 
draw. But we never lose.

OB003OB003

UNIQUEUNIQUE

perfect:

Additionally, 

have 7 other 

Stadium 

Infrastructure 

tokens.

OBJECTIVE:

Have 3 unique 

Stadium 

Infrastructure 

tokens.

We want our Stadium to be a unique 

place with many different facilities.

OB001OB001 Objective cards5  New Staff cards 

for each

medical center

for each

family 
friendly stand

feature:

May be placed 

outside the 

spaces for the 

Stadium Infra-

structure tokens.
retractable 

roof

production:

Assigned 

 provide 

additional 

. VIP STAND
Unique Stadium 
Infrastructure tokens24

hi
re

board
meeting

FOUNDATION MANAGER

Harry Rees

bonus:You may immediately resolve a Foundation Manager action.
action:

Gain 3 .

-5

-5

or
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hi
re

board
meeting

Action:
Place 1  and 1  on 

any Player card.

Marion Cooper
DIETITIAN

ST004ST004

hi
re

board
meeting

HOT DOG SELLERSean Turner

bonus:

Gain 2 .

ST006ST006 Staff cards10

BOARD MEETING

-1  and -1 / . Discard any of your Sponsor cards without consequences. Then Contract any Sponsor of the same type (/ ) from the Transfer Area. 

We can find other Sponsors. Who cares?

-1  for each of your Sponsor cards.

Let’s make sure Play-ers and fans don’t hear about it.

We should hire some-one to take care of it.
Gain a Marketing Manager Staff card.

Our two Sponsors are in conflict, and arguing. 
Both are threatening to break their contracts. How should we handle it?

marketing troubles
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BOARD MEETING

Gain a Hot Dog Seller 
Staff card.

We should convince 
him to stay at the 
Stadium and hire him 
an assistant.

Let’s organise a Hot 
Dog day to commem-
orate John.

+1+1

-1

-1+3

It’s fine. Let’s build 
a new restaurant 
in place of his old 
stand.

For the past 40 years, old John has been 
selling hotdogs to our fans during Matches. 
Now that he’s retiring, what should we do? 

tradition

BM006BM006

BOARD MEETING

If you have Home 

Beerz, Super Friezz, 

or Jackie’s Burgers as 

your  or  Sponsor, 

discard their card and 

pay back their  

bonus.

We should organize 

a campaign about 

healthy food.

Gain a Dietitian Staff 

card.
Maybe that’s why 

they’ve been so 

tired lately. Let’s hire 

someone.

We should find a 

Sponsor who can 

take care of their 

diet.

Find the Frank’s Fruit 

Sponsor card and 

contract it as a  or 

 (if possible).

Our top Player has been seen eating Super Friezz. 

Now fans are making jokes, and demanding a 

change in diet. What should we do?

fast food

BM004BM004 board meeting 
cards25

+2
+6

co
n
tr
ac
t

Take a reroll token.

Discard any Sponsor card from your Stadium board and place this card on the free space. +1 
A Famous clothing company from Milano. 

Should inspire a lot of creative play.

SP009SP009

+5 +3

+1

+1

+1

co
n
tr
ac
t

Take a reroll token.Spend up to 5  to gain 1  and 
2  for each spent.

They produce collectible sport cards and stickers 
that the kids love collecting. They would like to make 
a special series with the signatures of our players.

SP007SP007

+5

+1

+1+2

co
n
tr
ac
t

Build the Commentary Box for free.

This foreign TV station transmits matches from 

various exotic countries. To improve their pro-

gramming, they've decided to sponsor your club.

SP001SP001
Sponsor 
cards10
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new Tokens and cards

The new Board Meeting cards from this expansion 
are shuffled into the Board Meeting deck. Some 
of these cards allow you to Hire Staff from the 
Pink  set. When you Hire these cards, search the 
Staff deck and add the corresponding Staff card 
below your Club board.

 New Board Meeting cards 

The new Sponsor cards from this expansion are 
shuffled into the Sponsor deck. Some of these 
cards allow you to build Stadium Infrastructure to-
kens marked with a special icon:  , or Hire 
Staff cards from the Pink set.

 New Sponsor cards 

 New Objective cards 
The new Objective cards from this expansion are 
shuffled into the Objective deck. These Objectives 
are similar to those in the base game and have no 
special effects.

 Unique Stadium Infrastructure tokens 
All the new Stadium Infrastructure tokens are 
Unique, which means there is only one copy of 
each. Some of the Stadium Infrastructure tokens are 
marked with an icon: . You may only build 
them when you are instructed to do so by certain 
Board Meeting or Sponsor cards.

The rest of the Unique Stadium Infrastructure tokens 
have their own cost and effect, similar to the other 
Stadium Infrastructure tokens from the base game. 

As usual, you may spend 3  to build any Stadium 
Infrastructure token from below the Transfer Area.

Some Board Meeting cards allow you to build 
Unique Stadium Infrastructure tokens. You may build 
them even if they were put aside during the Setup.

hi
re

boa
rd

mee
ting

Action:

Disca
rd any Sponsor ca

rd 

from the Tra
nsfer Area and 

gain its 
 bonus.

MARKETING MANAGER

Stefan Foster

ST005ST005

hi
re

boa
rd

mee
ting

Keira Marsh

feature:

BEFORE the league 

MATCH IN 2nd, 4th AND 

6th ROUND:

Score a goal.

GROUNDSKEEPER

ST002ST002

hi
re

boa
rd

mee
ting

MERCHANDISE SELLE
R

feature:

You m
ay sp

end both  

and  for Maintenance.

Percy Lin
coln Jr

ST010ST010
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You may combine this expansion with all other ex-
pansions. All components from this expansion have 
the printed icon: , in order to easily distinguish 
them.

 STADIUM expansion and other expansions 

Youth Training Pitch allows you to Train a 
Youngster each Monday (during Production) 
and provides 1 .

Other tokens have various VP values depending 
on the number of cards you have from different 
sets of Staff cards.

production:

Train a 
Youngster. 
Gain 1 . youth training 

pitch

Example: 

for each

medical center

stadium

Medical Center gives you 1  at the End of 
the game for each Staff card of the Red set.

Many of the new tokens have effects that are 
applied during the Production on Mondays


